Evaluate Your Company’s Ethical Culture

Gain in-depth data that establishes a baseline and pinpoints areas of strength and opportunities for improvement.

“We wanted to understand employee perceptions of our commitment to the organization’s core values of ethics and integrity.”

– The Timken Company

Valuable for Employees

• Guaranteed anonymity
• Short survey – takes 5 to 7 minutes using their choice of device
• Ability to inform change by speaking up and citing their experience

Benefits for Ethics & Compliance Leaders

• Measurement and insights into the effectiveness of your programs
• Rich data that can be segmented by demographics, function and geography, then manipulated for analysis
• Tailor the survey using an extensive list of questions; Ethisphere does the rest

Advantages for the C-Suite

• Reduced risk through insights into your most critical asset – your employees
• Visibility into how organizational changes are impacting ethical behavior
• Business advantages gained through Ethisphere’s expert analysis

Learn More:
www.ethisphere.com/what-we-do/culture-assessment
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The Process to Survey Your Global Workforce

KICKOFF
Meeting to discuss objectives, process, and project timeline.

SURVEY & COMMUNICATIONS
Review templates to define nomenclature, demographic criteria and custom data points.

TRANSLATIONS
Complete translations of the survey and communications, if applicable.

TESTING
Quality assessments to ensure deliverability of survey and communications.

LAUNCH
Release survey to employees—default run time is 3 weeks with targeted reminders.

FINDINGS
Access to Culture Quotient® data analysis tool and a findings call.

Ethisphere’s Data Set

Our data set is built from our proprietary Culture Quotient® survey, which provides an objective measurement of a company’s ethical culture, compliance programs, policies and procedures, and more.

INSIGHT: Resources dedicated to your compliance program are well spent in training your managers in how best to respond.

66% of employees who choose to report ethical concerns do so to their manager, over other reporting options.

Step 1
Our Culture Assessment process on average takes 10 weeks.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Request a Demo
Learn how companies are using the Ethical Culture and Perceptions Assessment to reduce risks and gain business advantage.

Learn How: Email info@ethisphere.com to request a demo or receive more information.
www.ethisphere.com | 888-229-3207

Ethisphere brings together leading global companies to define and promote best practices for ethics and compliance, and helps to advance business performance through data-driven assessments, benchmarking and guidance.